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ABSTRACT

Many well-characterized examples of antisense
RNAs from prokaryotic systems involve hybridiza-
tion of the looped regions of stem–loop RNAs, pre-
sumably due to the high thermodynamic stability of
the resulting loop–loop and loop–linear interactions.
In this study, the identification of RNA stem–loops
that inhibit U1A protein binding to the hpII RNA
through RNA–RNA interactions was attempted
using a bacterial reporter system based on phage
j N-mediated antitermination. As a result, loop
sequences possessing 7–8 base complementarity
to the 50 region of the boxA element important for
functional antitermination complex formation, but
not the U1 hpII loop, were identified. In vitro and
in vivo mutational analysis strongly suggested that
the selected loop sequences were binding to the
boxA region, and that the structure of the antisense
stem–loop was important for optimal inhibitory
activity. Next, in an attempt to demonstrate the
ability to inhibit the interaction between the U1A
protein and the hpII RNA, the rational design of an
RNA stem–loop that inhibits U1A-binding to a
modified hpII was carried out. Moderate inhibitory
activity was observed, showing that it is possible to
design and select antisense RNA stem–loops that
disrupt various types of RNA–protein interactions.

INTRODUCTION

RNA–protein interactions play important roles in gene
regulation, in the assembly of functional RNA–protein
complexes such as the ribosome, and in viral replication.
Therefore, molecules that regulate specific RNA–protein

interactions provide an attractive means to dissect molec-
ular steps of various biological processes, and to establish
the validity of targeting an RNA–protein interaction for
future drug design.
Various strategies have been developed for the inhibi-

tion of RNA–protein interactions, and can be classified
into two groups depending on whether the protein or
the RNA is targeted. Methods for targeting the protein
include the use of RNA decoys or in vitro selected DNA
or RNA aptamers. In the case of the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) regulatory proteins Tat
and Rev, RNA decoys corresponding to the respective
RNA sites, the trans-activating response region (TAR)
and the Rev-responsive element (RRE), as well as
aptamers have been shown to inhibit viral replication
(1). In particular, several Rev aptamers with affinities
significantly higher than the wild-type RRE that
compete with the RRE for Rev-binding have been
generated (2).
Approaches for targeting RNA range from the use of

small molecules (3) and peptides (4) to nucleic acid-based
agents such as antisense RNA/DNA(5), siRNA(6) and
aptamers (7,8). Targeting RNA using small molecules is
a particularly attractive approach because such molecules
may directly lead to the development of therapeutic
agents; however, the desired specificity has been difficult
to achieve by such compounds (3). On the other hand,
nucleic-acid-based agents, such as antisense RNA/DNA
and siRNA, have been shown to be effective in regulating
gene expression, and a useful tool in elucidating molecular
mechanisms (9,10). However, stable RNA secondary
structure formation has been known to be an obstacle
for both antisense oligonucleotides (11) and siRNA (12).
In many prokaryotic antisense control systems, RNA

stem–loops are used for initial recognition, resulting in
hairpin loop–loop (‘kissing’) and loop–linear interactions
(13–15). Loop–loop interactions are also observed in
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RNA folding (16–18) and in the dimerization of retroviral
genomic RNAs (19–21). These interactions appear to have
been optimized for rapid and stable intermolecular inter-
actions which are essential for their function (22). While
loop–loop interactions generally use only five to seven
complementary base pairs to join the two hairpin loops,
this short complementary region may be an advantage
since increasing affinity by increasing complementarity
may be a source of decreased specificity (23,24).
However, the rational design of novel loop–loop inter-

actions is not straightforward because the factors govern-
ing stable loop–loop complex formation appear to be
complex and diverse, and the stability of loop–loop inter-
actions are difficult to predict (25). For example, the sta-
bility of the extensively studied loop–loop interaction
derived from RNA I and RNA II from plasmid ColE1,
which consists of seven bases in the loop, of which all
seven form base pairs, has been shown to increase
350-fold by simply inverting the loop sequences of the
hairpins 50 to 30 (26). In this case, the major determinant
of complex stability was found to be the identity of the
base at the first and seventh position in the loop (27). An
in vitro selected antisense stem–loop targeting the HIV
TAR with a six base-pair loop, has an eight base loop
with a closing G-A base-pair that has been shown to be
crucial for stable complex formation (28). In the case of
the dimerization initiation site (DIS) of HIV, six of the
nine loop bases participate in base-pair formation, while
the remaining three purine bases are important for
stacking interactions (29–32). Surprisingly, stable loop–
loop complexes with only two intermolecular G-C
base-pairs have also been found (33).
In this study, we have attempted to identify RNA

stem–loops that inhibit RNA–protein interactions
through the formation of loop–loop interactions between
the antisense RNA stem–loop and the target RNA struc-
ture. The complex formed between hairpin II of U1
snRNA (U1 hpII) and U1A protein, which is a component
of the U1 snRNP, was chosen as a target (34). U1 hpII
RNA contains a 10-nt apical loop, which is recognized by
the N-terminal RRM of U1A protein with high specificity
and affinity (35), and was expected to be a potential target
for kissing complex formation. As it is difficult in general
to predict the stability of loop–loop interactions as
described above, an RNA stem–loop library was
screened for sequences that bind to the target U1 hpII
loop and inhibit U1A protein binding. A bacterial
two-plasmid system for detecting RNA–polypeptide inter-
actions based on bacteriophage � N protein-mediated
antitermination was used (Figure 1A) (36). In this
system, N protein is expressed from a pBR322-based N
expressor plasmid and LacZ is expressed from a
pACYC184-based reporter plasmid containing the nut
site (boxA–boxB) and four terminators upstream of
LacZ. Binding of the N-terminal RNA-binding domain
of N (N peptide) to the nut site boxB stem–loop of
the nascent RNA transcript nucleates the formation of
an antitermination complex, which includes the bacterial
host factors NusA, NusB, NusG and S10, thereby causing
transcription antitermination by RNA polymerase and
expression of LacZ. This system can be modified to

study heterologous RNA–polypeptide interactions by
replacing the pBR and pACYC plasmid DNA regions
corresponding to the N peptide and boxB RNA with
those of the peptide and RNA of interest (37).

In this study, the N/boxB interaction was replaced by
that of the U1A protein and the U1 hpII RNA, and an
RNA stem–loop library with a completely randomized
10-nt loop was placed 38 nt downstream of U1 hpII
(Figure 1B). Individual clones showing repressed
reporter gene expression were isolated and the sequences
were analyzed for intramolecular RNA–RNA binding.
Contrary to our expectations, it was found that the
selected RNA stem–loop was most likely binding to the
boxA region, which is an essential element in
antitermination complex formation (Figure 1C, left)
(38,39). We therefore used a rational approach to design
RNA stem–loops that inhibit the binding of the U1A
protein to a U1 hpII variant (Figure 1C, right). The
result shows that it is possible to inhibit RNA–protein
interaction in an efficient way using antisense RNA
stem–loops.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selection of RNA stem–loops that inhibit U1A-mediated
antitermination complex formation using a bacterial
reporter assay

The pAC hpII reporter plasmid containing a randomized
stem–loop library downstream of the U1 hpII site was
constructed in the following manner. A synthetic oligo-
nucleotide cassette containing the boxA of nut, U1 hpII
with a 9-bp stem, and a BsrGI site (denoted boxA–
hpII; Tables S1 and S2) was cloned into the unique
PstI and BamHI sites of pAC nut (40), to give
pAC hpII. RNA stem–loop library dsDNA was
prepared by annealing the two synthetic oligonucleotides,
BsrGI-linker-1 and random-stem–loop (Tables S1 and S2)
complementary at the 30-end, and second-strand synthesis
with Taq polymerase. The resulting dsDNA
was introduced into the BsrGI and BamHI sites of the
pAC hpII plasmid.

The procedure for the in vivo selection of library
sequences that resulted in reduced antitermination
activity was based on a previously described method for
peptide selection of RNA binders (4,37). For the primary
screen, the RNA stem–loop library plasmid was prepared
by ligation of the library insert (7.5 ng) into pAC hpII
reporter plasmid (250 ng), followed by phenol extraction
and concentration to 10 ml using a filter unit (Montage
PCR, Millipore). Plasmids were electroporated into
N567/pBR U1A-N cells (80ml) in 1-mm cuvettes at
2.0 kV using 1 ml of the above solution, Super Optimal
Broth (SOC) medium (5ml) was added immediately
after electroporation, and cells were allowed to recover
by incubating at 37�C; for 1 h. Transformants were
spread onto tryptone plates (f150mm) containing
ampicillin (100 mg/ml), chloramphenicol (20mg/ml),
isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG; 0.05mM)
and X-gal (80mg/ml) and incubated at 37�C; for 28 h. A
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total of 1.5 � 105 colonies were obtained, and the degree
of colony color was visually scored by comparison with
the blue intensity of a standardized set of controls that
included the U1A–U1 hpII interaction (5+), as well that
of the RSG-1.2 peptide and the HIV Rev-response
element (RRE) (2+), the HIV Rev peptide and the
RRE (1+), U1A and the RRE (0.5+) and the Rev
peptide and U1 hpII (0). Individual light blue colonies
(white to 3+; 1056) were then grown to saturation in

96-well plates containing tryptone and antibiotics,
cultures were pooled and plasmid DNA was isolated.
The library region of the selected pAC plasmid was
amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using
pAC forward primer (50-GGCTTATCGAAATTAATA
CG-30) and reverse primer (50-ACGGTAAGAGTGCCA
GTG-30). The amplified fragments were then digested with
BsrGI and BamHI, phenol-extracted and purified on a
native 8% polyacrylamide gel.
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Figure 1. The strategy and design of a bacterial assay for detecting RNA loop–loop interactions that inhibit U1A–hpII-mediated antitermination
complex formation. (A) A bacterial two-plasmid system based on phage � N-mediated antitermination for detection of RNA–polypeptide interac-
tions. (B) The secondary structure of the region of the RNA transcript containing the target U1 hpII and downstream RNA stem–loop library. The
randomized nucleotides are indicated by N, and the regions corresponding to the PstI, BsrGI, and BamHI sites are shown in italic. (C) Possible
mechanism for the disruption of antitermination complex formation by antisense RNA stem–loops.
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In the secondary screen, library inserts from the primary
screen (white to 3+ and >4+) were reintroduced into the
pAC hpII reporter plasmid. Ligation mixtures were
phenol-extracted and concentrated using Montage PCR
(Millipore), and individually electroporated into N567/
pBR U1A-N cells as described above. Transformants
were spread onto X-gal plates, and plasmid DNA from
individual colonies with various intensity of blue color
were isolated and used to transform N567/pBR U1A-N
cells by heat shock to confirm activity. The sequences of
25 clones with varying colony colors were determined.

Mutational analysis of intramolecular RNA stem–loop
binding to boxA

Reporter plasmids with base substitutions in the boxA and
antisense stem–loop region were prepared by ligating syn-
thetic double-stranded inserts corresponding to the boxA–
hpII (PstI–BsrGI fragments) and the antisense stem–loop
(BsrGI–BamHI fragments) region into the PstI and
BamHI sites of the pAC plasmid. The boxA–hpII inserts
were prepared by annealing two complementary
oligonucleotides listed in Supplementary Table S1 in the
combinations indicated in Supplementary Table S2.
BoxA–hpII and boxA–hpII A9 dsDNAs were digested
with BsrG I, phenol-extracted and ethanol-precipitated.
Inserts corresponding to the antisense stem–loops of
clones 1-4, 1-2 and 1-8 were amplified by PCR using a
pAC forward primer and reverse primer from selected
plasmids, then digested with BsrGI and BamHI,
phenol-extracted, and purified on a 10% polyacrylamide
gel. antisense stem–loops with base substitutions were
prepared by the same method as the preparation of
library insert using the oligonucleotides listed in
Supplementary Table S1 in the combinations indicated in
Supplementary Table S2. The activities of these constructs
were assessed using the LacZ colony color assay with
N567/pBR U1A-N cells, and quantitated by using a
b-galactosidase solution assay (41).

Native PAGE analysis of intra- and intermolecular
RNA–RNA interactions between the boxA region
and the selected antisense RNA stem–loops

RNA substrates (114-mer) for intramolecular RNA
binding experiments and 18- or 34-mer RNAs for
intermolecular RNA-binding experiments were transcribed
in vitro by T7 RNA polymerase. DNA templates for
114-mer RNAs were PCR-amplified from the pAC con-
structs used in the in vivo antitermination assay using a T7
boxA primer and a reverse primer (Supplementary Table
S3). 114-mer RNA substrates (a total of 48 pmol per exper-
iment) in H2O (typically 24 ml) were heated at 95�C for
5min and immediately cooled on ice for 5min. To this
solution, 4X PN buffer was added to give a final concentra-
tion of 10mMsodiumphosphate (pH7.0) and 50mMNaCl
(1X PN buffer) and the mixture was incubated at 37�C; for
30min, cooled on ice for 20min and one-fourth of the
volume of loading buffer containing 50% glycerol was
added. One-fourth of this solution was analyzed separately
bygel electrophoresis at 4�C;on10%native polyacrylamide
gels (acrylamide:methylenebisacrylamide=20:1) in TBM

(89mM Tris, 89mM borate, and 0.1 and 0.5mM MgCl2).
RNA bands were visualized by staining with
ethidium bromide and irradiation with a UV trans-
illuminator.

Gel mobility shift assays using 32P-labeled RNAs were
carried out as follows. DNA templates for boxA (18mer)
and antisense stem–loop (34mer) RNAs were prepared by
annealing synthetic oligonucleotides (Supplementary
Table S3) and T7 promoter DNA (50-GTAATACGACT
CACTATA-30). Internally 32P-labeled RNAs (SL1-4 and
SL1-4 GC) redissolved to 20 nM in 1X PN buffer were
heated at 95�C and quickly cooled on ice. The RNAs
were diluted to 5 nM with 1X PN buffer containing 50%
glycerol. Unlabeled RNAs (boxA and boxA GC) diluted
to 64 mM in 1X PN buffer were heated at 95�C and quickly
cooled on ice, then diluted to 0.25–32 mM in 1X PN buffer.
The 5 nM labeled RNAs (0.5 ml) were mixed with 4 vol of
1X PN buffer or the unlabeled RNAs (0.25–64 mM) and
incubated at 37�C for 30min, then chilled on ice for
20min and subjected to 12% PAGE in TBM (0.1mM
MgCl2) at 4�C. The gels were dried up on 3MM
Chromatography paper (Whatman) and analyzed with a
fluorescence/radioisotope image analyzer (Fujifilm
FLA-2000).

Inhibition of U1A protein binding to a mutant U1 hpII
RNA hairpin by designed antisense stem–loop RNAs

pAC reporter plasmids containing mutant U1 hpIIs were
constructed by insertion of synthetic oligonucleotide cas-
settes prepared using the oligonucleotides in
Supplementary Table S4 in the combinations shown in
Supplementary Table S5 into the PstI and BamHI site of
pAC nut� as described above. The U1A protein-binding
activities of the resulting hpII RNA mutants were deter-
mined by transformation of N567/pBR U1A cells using
the resulting pAC hpII mutant plasmids, and scoring
antitermination activity as described above.

pAC reporter plasmids containing the U1 hpII �16/
18A/10G (hpII�DIS) mutant and a downstream BsrGI
site for subsequent cloning were prepared by annealing
oligonucleotides shown in Supplementary Table S4, and
inserting into the PstI and BamHI site of pAC nut� to
yield pAC hpII�DIS. Oligonucleotide cassettes encoding
the downstream antisense stem–loop structures, prepared
by annealing oligonucleotide shown in Supplementary
Table S4 in the combinations shown in Supplementary
Table S5, second-strand synthesis, and digestion by
BsrGI and BamHI, were inserted into the BsrGI and
BamHI site of pAC hpII�DIS to give pAC hpII�DIS–
aSL. Inhibition of the U1A–hpII�DIS interaction by the
antisense stem–loops was determined by transformation
of N567/pBR U1A cells using the resulting pAC
hpII�DIS–aSL plasmids, and scoring antitermination
activity as described above.

Native PAGE analysis of inhibition of the U1A-hpII"DIS

interaction by the antisense stem–loops

RNAs were transcribed in vitro by T7 RNA polymerase
from synthetic template DNAs (Supplementary Table S6)
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annealed with T7 promoter DNA. The plasmid expressing
U1A with a C-terminal (His)6-tag was constructed as
follows. The sequence of U1A1-102 followed by a glycine
spacer was PCR-amplified from pBR U1A-N (40)
and cloned into pBAD/Myc-His A (Invitrogen) at the
NcoI and EcoRI sites. The generated plasmid was trans-
formed into TOP 10 E. coli cells, and U1A-Myc-His
was expressed by the induction of L-arabinose and
purified using a Ni-NTA column (QIAGEN). The
purified U1A-Myc-His protein was dialyzed against
dialysis buffer containing 50mM NaH2PO4, 300mM
NaCl and 20% glycerol and the concentration of the
protein was determined by UV absorption at 280 nm
using e=5120M–1 cm–1(42). The protein was diluted
to 163.84 mM with dialysis buffer and further diluted
with 4 vol of TBS containing Triton X-100 [20mM Tris–
HCl (pH 7.6), 50mM NaCl and 0.5 % Triton X-100].
The diluted protein was serially diluted to
0.125–16384 nM with the 1:4 mixture of dialysis buffer
and TBS containing Triton X-100. Unlabeled RNAs
(antisense stem-loop SL and antisense stem-loop SL
15C) diluted to 8192 nM in 1X PN buffer were heated at
95�C and quickly cooled on ice, then diluted to 8-4096 nM
in 1X PN buffer. 32P-labeled RNAs (hpII and hpII�DIS)
diluted to 2 nM in 1X PN buffer were heated at 95�C,
quickly cooled on ice and diluted to 0.1 nM for hpII or
0.8 nM for hpII�DIS with 1X PN buffer. The labeled
RNAs (2.5 ml) were mixed with the same volume of 4X
binding buffer [40mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.6) 850mM NaCl,
1.2mM MgCl2, 1.0mg/ml tRNA and 40% glycerol].
To this mixture, 2.5ml of the U1A protein solution
(0 or 0.125–32768 nM) and 2.5 ml of the unlabeled RNA
solution (0 or 8-8192 nM) were added and incubated at
room temperature (22�C) for 20min and further on ice
for 20min. Then, the mixtures (10 ml) were subjected to
12% PAGE in TBM (0.4mM MgCl2) at 4�C. The gels
were analyzed as described above.

RESULTS

Screening for RNA stem–loops that inhibit RNA–protein
interactions using a bacterial reporter assay

The bacterial reporter system for detecting RNA–protein
interactions described above was modified so that
antisense RNA stem–loops that inhibit the U1A-hpII
interaction through RNA–RNA interactions may be
identified (Figure 1A and B). First, a DNA insert contain-
ing the boxA site followed by the wild-type U1 hpII
stem–loop with an additional 4 bp in the stem to stabilize
the structure and a BsrGI site was inserted into the PstI
and BamHI sites of the pAC reporter plasmid, thereby
yielding the pAC hpII reporter plasmid. Next, an RNA
stem–loop library, consisting of a 9-bp stem with a 10-nt
randomized loop encoding 410=1.0� 106 sequences, was
introduced 38 nt downstream of the hpII stem–loop using
the BsrGI and BamHI sites (Figure 1B). N567/pBR
U1A-N cells that express the U1A-N fusion protein
were transformed using the pAC library plasmid and
spread onto tryptone plates containing X-gal. Colonies

exhibiting lighter blue intensities compared with that of
the U1 hpII–U1A interaction, scored as 5+, were
selected. Antitermination activities were visually scored
by colony color intensities as the number of plusses,
with more plusses indicating stronger intensities, by com-
parison with a set of standardized controls. We have
previously shown that antitermination activities visually
scored as the intensity of colony color correlate well
with the stability of the RNA–peptide interaction
replacing the boxB RNA and N peptide, and provide an
accurate measure for the stability of the antitermination
complex (37,43).
In the primary screen, �1.5� 105 colonies were

screened, of which �1.8% were white or light blue
(white, 0.49%; 1+, 0.09%; 2+, 0.54%; and 3+, 0.65%)
compared to the U1 hpII–U1A interaction (5+). A total
of 1056 light blue colonies with varying blue intensity
(white, 96; 1+, 125; and 2+�3+, 835) and 96 blue
colonies (>4+) as a control were individually pooled
and plasmid DNA was isolated. In the secondary screen,
to eliminate pAC reporter plasmid-related false-negative
clones (37), the library region was PCR-amplified,
reintroduced into pAC U1 hpII reporter plasmid and
transformed into N567/pBR U1A cells yielding
�9.7� 103 colonies, of which �29% were white or light
blue (white, 2.0%; +, 0.8%; 2+, 1.3%; and 3+�4+,
24.9%) on X-gal plates. The library region of the
control plasmid DNA isolated from the pool of blue
colonies (>4+) was also reintroduced into pAC U1 hpII
reporter plasmid, and transformed into N567/pBR U1A
cells yielding �1.3� 103 colonies with varying blue inten-
sity (white, 1.8%; 1+, 0.2%; 2+, 1.3%; 3+�4+, 55.4%;
>5+, 27.9%; and 13.4% that could not be determined
due to small colony size) on X-gal plates.
Plasmids were isolated from clones of varying blue

intensity and reintroduced into N567/pBR U1A cells to
confirm colony color. As a result, 13 unique sequences
with colony colors 1+�4+ were found, and the six
clones exhibiting weak colony color (1+�3+) possessed
7–8 base complementarity to the 50 region of the boxA
element, and not to U1 hpII loop (Table 1). This suggested
that these stem–loops bind to the boxA region and inhibit
binding of host factors (NusB and S10), which are impor-
tant for antitermination (38,39,44). Interestingly, three
clones exhibiting particularly low antitermination
activity, clone 1-2, 1-4 and 1-8, all possessed the same 8 nt
sequence complementary to the 50-region of boxA at the
30-side of 10-nt loop. The remaining seven clones showed
reduced antitermination activity (3+�4+), but little
complementarity to both the hpII loop and the boxA
region (Table 1). The RNA loop of 2-11 had 2-nt deletion
in the linker region. Using an RNA folding algorithm,
Mulfold, it was predicted that this nucleotide deletion
caused incorrect folding, resulting in the linker region
binding to boxA. The RNA loops of a number of the
remaining six clones showed 3–4 nt complementary to the
U1 hpII loop (Table 1). Although it is possible that these
antisense RNA stem–loops bound to U1 hpII and
destabilized the U1 hpII–U1A interaction, further
analysis was not carried out since the inhibitory effect
was small.
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In vivo mutational analysis of intramolecular RNA
stem–loop binding to boxA

In order to confirm the presence of intramolecular binding
of the selected loop sequences to the 50-region of boxA,
boxA and loop mutants based on 1-2, 1-4 and 1-8 that
showed low antitermination activity (1+�1.5+) were
further examined in vivo using the antitermination assay
(Table 2). LacZ expression scored by colony color
correlated well with b-galactosidase activities quantitated
using o-nitrophenyl b-D-galactopyranoside (ONPG).
Clone 1-4 U107, having a C to U substitution in the
selected RNA loop, showed high antitermination activity
(Table 2, 4+), presumably due to the disruption of the
RNA–RNA interaction; however, the activity was not as
high as wild-type U1 hpII-U1A (5+). This weak disrup-
tion of inhibitory activity for the 1-4 U107 mutant could be
the result of G-U base pair formation, and residual
binding of the loop sequence and the boxA region.
Conversely, clone 1-4 A9 mutant, having a G to A substi-
tution upstream of boxA, showed antitermination activity
(5+) similar to that of the wild-type U1 hpII-U1A
(Table 2), suggesting that the intramolecular base
pairing had been completely disrupted. Clone 1-4 A9/
U107 mutant containing both the G to A substitution
upstream of boxA and the C to U substitution in the
original 1-4 RNA loop (Table 2), which restores
complementarity, showed low antitermination activity
(3+); however, the antitermination activity was not as
low as the original clone 1-4 (Table 2, 1+). This weak
restoration of inhibitory activity for clone 1-4 A9/U107

mutant could be the result of the substitution of a G-C
pair in clone 1-4 to an A-U base pair in the double mutant.
In an attempt to bring about more dynamic change in
disruption and restoration of inhibitory activity, mutants
containing double nucleotide substitutions were con-
structed. The mutants containing CG to GC substitutions
either upstream of boxA or in the original 1-2, 1-4 and 1-8

RNA loop, denoted 1-2, 1-4 and 1-8 G8C9 or 1-4

G107C108, showed high antitermination activity (5+)

comparable to wild-type U1 hpII-U1A (Table 2), suggest-
ing that double nucleotide substitutions abolished the
intramolecular RNA–RNA interactions. Conversely, CG
to GC double nucleotide substitutions both upstream of
boxA and in the original 1-4 RNA loop, denoted 1-4

G8C9/G107C108, restored complementarity and low
antitermination activity (2+) comparable to the original
clone 1-4 (Table 2). To confirm that the U1 hpII
stem–loop was not involved in the inhibition of
antitermination activity, the U1 hpII region was
replaced by the boxB element (data not shown). As a
result, the clone 1-4 SL repressed the antitermination
activity, while the U107 and G107C108 mutants had no
effect. Taken together, the above results strongly sug-
gested that the selected loop sequences were binding to
the boxA region and disrupting antitermination complex
function.

Table 1. The nucleotide sequences of selected clones that exhibited low antitermination activity

boxA hpII loop random loop

Clone# GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -NNNNNNNNNN clones b-gal (X-gal)
1-1 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -CUACGUCGAC 2 3+
1-2 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -UUGCGUCGAC 5 1+
1-4 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -ACGCGUCGAC 3 1+
1-7 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -AAGGCGUCGA 1 3+
1-8 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -CUGCGUCGAC 5 1.5+
1-13 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -CUAGCGUCGA 1 3+
1-16 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -CAAUGUCUCA 2 4+
2-3 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -AAUAAGCCAC 1 4+
2-4 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -CCCUUCCAUU 1 4+
2-11 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -AUCCAUCAAA 1 3+
2-14 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -CACCUGCAUA 1 4+
2-20 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -UAAAUACCCG 1 4+
4-3 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -AUUGCACUCC- - -AAAACUCUGC 1 4+

Bases in the boxA 50-region and selected loop that were complementary to each other are underlined. Bases in the hpII loop and selected loop that
were complementary to each other are shaded. The number of plusses indicates blue colony color scored by the colony color (X-gal) assay using the
following controls: U1A/hpII, 5+; RSG-1.2/RRE, 2+; Rev/RRE, 1+; U1A/RRE, 0.5+; Rev/hpII, 0+.

Table 2. Mutational analysis of intramolecular binding of the selected

RNA loops to the boxA 50-region

b-gal

Clone# boxA random loop Xgal ONPG

1-4 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -ACGCGUCGAC 1+ 31.7

1-4 U107 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -ACGCGUUGAC 4+ 74.6

1-4 A9 GUCAACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -ACGCGUCGAC 5+ 168

1-4 A9/U107 GUCAACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -ACGCGUUGAC 3+ 62.6

1-4 G107C108 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -ACGCGUGCAC 5+ 174

1-4 G8C9 GUGCACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -ACGCGUCGAC 5+ 116

1-4 G8C9/G107C108 GUGCACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -ACGCGUGCAC 2+ 43.2

1-2 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -UUGCGUCGAC 1+ 39.1

1-2 G8C9 GUGCACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -UUGCGUCGAC 5+ 123

1-8 GUCGACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -CUGCGUCGAC 1.5+ 40.8

1-8 G8C9 GUGCACGCUCUUAAAAA- - -CUGCGUCGAC 5+ 85.2

Bases in the boxA 50-region and selected loop that were complementary
to each other are underlined. The boxA nucleotides are indicated
in bold. The number of plusses indicates blue colony color scored
by the colony color (X-gal) assay using the following controls: U1A/
hpII, 5+; RSG-1.2/RRE, 2+; Rev/RRE, 1+; U1A/RRE, 0.5+;
Rev/hpII, 0+.
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In vitro mutational analysis of intramolecular RNA stem–
loop binding to boxA

In order to further confirm that the selected loop
sequences bound to the boxA region, the structures of
RNA substrates derived from the mutants used in the
in vivo assay described above were analyzed by native
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. It was predicted that
RNA substrates that form pseudoknot-like structures as a
result of intramolecular RNA–RNA binding as shown in
Figure 2A would be compactly folded and migrate faster
on native gels compared to RNAs that cannot form
pseudoknots.

When the 11 RNA substrates shown in Table 2 were run
on a Tris-boric acid (TB) gel containing 0.1mM Mg2+

(TBM gel), most of the RNAs showed similar mobilities
with the exception of the G8C9 mutants of 1-4, 1-2 and
1-8, which showed lower mobilities (Figure 2B). Since
pseudoknot formation has been shown to be stabilized
by divalent metal ions (25), the mobility of the
pseudoknot-forming RNAs was expected to increase
relative to the non-pseudoknot forming RNAs with
increasing Mg2+ in the gel. Indeed, the original 1-4

RNA showed a significant increase in mobility relative
to the 1-4 A9 mutant RNA at high Mg2+ concentrations,
suggesting the formation of a compact pseudoknot con-
formation for 1-4 RNA as opposed to an open conforma-
tion for 1-4 A9 (Figure 2B, lanes 1 and 3). In contrast, the
1-4 U107 mutant only showed a slight difference in
mobility compared to 1-4 (Figure 2B, lanes 1 and 2), pre-
sumably due to the retention of a G-U wobble base-pair,
agreeing well with residual inhibitory activity observed
in vivo (Table 2). On the other hand, the 1-4 A9/U107

double mutant, which was expected to restore pseudoknot
formation, showed a high mobility comparable to that of
1-4 (Figure 2B, lanes 4). Similarly, the two mutants, 1-4
G107C108 and 1-4 G8C9, showed lower gel mobilities
compared to the original 1-4, indicating that pseudoknot
formation had been disrupted (Figure 2B, lanes 5 and 6).

Conversely, the double mutant 1-4 G8C9/G107C108, in
which pseudoknot formation was expected to be
restored, a high gel mobility comparable to 1-4 was
observed (Figure 2B, lane 7). The gel mobility of the
G8C9 mutants of the RNAs corresponding to clones 1-2

and 1-8 also lead to a decrease in gel mobility relative to
the original molecules (Figure 2B, lanes 8–11), indicative
of destabilization of pseudoknot formation. These results
correlate with the in vivo mutational analysis, strongly
supporting the notion that the selected loop sequences
are binding to the boxA region of the RNA transcript
and disrupting antitermination complex formation.

In vitro mutational analysis of intermolecular
RNA stem–loop binding to boxA

The binding affinity and specificity of the selected stem–
loop RNAs toward the boxA RNA region was examined
by a gel mobility shift assay (Figure 3). The boxA RNA
and the mutant boxA containing the double nucleotide
substitution, denoted as boxA and boxA GC, respectively,
was mixed in different concentrations with internally
32P-labeled antisense stem–loop from clone 1-4 and the
mutant with the double nucleotide substitution, denoted
SL1-4 and SL1-4 GC, respectively, and analyzed on TBM
gels containing 0.1mMMg2+. SL1-4 was found to bind to
the boxA RNA with an apparent Kd of 0.50 mM, while no
interaction with boxA GC could be detected up to a con-
centration of 50 mM. Similarly, only a very weak interac-
tion (Kd> 50 mM) could be observed between the
mismatched SL1-4 GC and wild-type boxA. On the
other hand, restoration of complementarity in the case
of SL1-4 GC and boxA GC resulted in a considerable
recovery of binding affinity to 3.8mM, which is
somewhat weaker than that of SL1-4 and boxA, but cor-
relates well with the slightly weaker inhibitory effect of the
SL1-4 GC/boxA GC interaction in vivo (2+) (Table 2),
compared to the wild-type SL1-4/boxA interaction (1+).
Taken together, these results support the notion that the
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antisense stem–loop bound to the 50-region of boxA and
prevented the association of host factors important for
antitermination complex formation.

In vivo analysis of the effect of the disruption of the stem
region of antisense RNA stem–loops

The importance of the stem–loop structure for efficient
inhibition of RNA–protein interaction by the antisense
RNA stem–loops was investigated by disrupting the
upper stem region and measuring antitermination
activity using the in vivo reporter system (Figure 4).
When the single and double mismatches (1 bp and 2 bp,
respectively) were introduced into the upper stem of clones
1-4 and 1-4 G8C9/G107C108, a gradual increase in
antitermination from 1+ to 3.5+ and from 1.5+ to 3+
was observed, respectively. On the other hand, constructs
with mismatches in the loop region, clones 1-4 G107C108

and 1-4 G8C9, which do not inhibit RNA–protein interac-
tion, showed no change. This suggested that the structure
of the antisense RNA stem–loop, and not just the loop
region is important for efficient inhibition of RNA–
protein interaction.

Rational design of a modified U1 hpII RNA and cognate
antisense RNA stem–loop

In order to show that an RNA–protein interaction
resembling that of U1A–hpII could be disrupted by
RNA loop–loop complex formation, rational design of a
modified U1 hpII RNA and cognate antisense RNA stem–
loop was carried out. The U1 hpII was modified so that it
resembles the HIV dimerization initiation site (DIS) loop,
which is known to dimerize through a loop–loop

interaction, while still retaining significant affinity
toward the U1A protein. Since the requirements for
stable loop–loop complex formation by HIV DIS-like
RNA stem–loops are fairly well understood both in vitro
and in vivo (45–49), this would allow the rational design of
an antisense RNA stem–loop that binds to the modified
U1 hpII loop, which may inhibit binding to the U1A
protein. Modification of the U1 hpII should also make
possible the adjustment of the affinity toward U1A
protein, since the wild-type interaction may be too
strong for inhibition by RNA loop–loop complex
formation.

The HIV DIS loop contains nine bases, of which posi-
tions 3 through 8 are involved in Watson–Crick base-pair
formation, and the purine residues at positions 1, 2 and 9
are important for base stacking interactions (Figure 5A)
(45,46). A sheared A–A base-pair was proposed to be
important for positions 1 and 9 (46). The relative stability
of the loop–loop complexes was found to correlate with
the stability of the duplex region as estimated using
nearest-neighbor parameters determined by Turner and
co-workers (50), so that a higher G-C content leads to
stable complex formation (47,48). On the other hand,
the U1 hpII loop has a 10-nt loop (Figure 5B), which is
one base larger than that of the DIS loop, of which the
first 7 nt contact the U1A protein (34), and the remaining
three nucleotides can be replaced by unnatural ethylene
glycol linkers (51).

In order to modify the U1 hpII loop so that it resembles
the DIS loop, first, the eighth nucleotide in the U1 hpII
loop, U16, was deleted, and C18 was substituted by an A
to yield �16/18A, which resulting in a drop in
antitermination activity of 5+ to 4+ (Figure 5E). Next,
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the second nucleotide in the loop, U10, was mutated to an
A or G to improve base stacking interactions, and the
third nucleotide, U11, was mutated to a C or G to
increase the stability of complementary base pairing.
However, a large decrease in antitermination activity
was observed, except for the 10G mutation, which
showed an activity of 3+ (Figure 5E). Therefore, the
hpII triple mutant �16/18A/10G, designated hpII�DIS

(Figure 5C), was chosen as a target for the design of an
antisense stem–loop (Figure 5D).

Inhibition of U1A protein binding to a modified
hpII loop by a designed antisense stem–loop

First, the antitermination system was used to determine
whether the designed antisense stem–loop can indeed
inhibit the interaction between the modified hpII
(hpII�DIS) and the U1A protein (Figure 6). A synthetic
DNA cassette encoding the antisense stem–loop was
inserted into the parent reporter plasmid containing the
hpII�DIS, so that the two stem–loops were separated by
37 nt. As a result, a considerable decrease in anti-
termination activity from 4+ for the parent plasmid con-
taining the BsrGI site, which was somewhat higher than
the activity of the hpII�DIS construct in Figure 5E (3+),
to 1.5+ was observed, suggesting that antisense stem–
loop was indeed inhibiting the interaction between
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hpII�DIS and the U1A protein. In order to show that the
decrease in antitermination activity was due the specific
interaction between the hpII�DIS and antisense stem–
loop loop regions, the six bases within the antisense
stem–loop loop (positions 12–17), which were anticipated
to bind to the hpII�DIS, were individually substituted. As
expected, an increase in antitermination activity to 2–3+
was observed, showing that a mismatch in this region
leads to a decrease in the inhibitory activity of antisense
stem–loop. Mutations at positions 15 and 16 lead to the
largest decrease in inhibitory activity, and appeared to be
the most important for the loop–loop interaction.
Next, the affinity of the modified hpII toward the U1A

protein and the designed antisense stem–loop was deter-
mined by a gel shift assay (Figure 7) In the presence of
0.4mM Mg2+, the apparent Kd of the interaction of the
modified hpII and the U1A protein was between 1 and
5 mM, which was more than three orders of magnitude
weaker than that of the wild-type hpII with the U1A
protein (0.60 nM) (Figure 7A). The Kd value for the
wild-type hpII/U1A interaction was similar to that deter-
mined under similar conditions (0.35 nM) (52). On the
other hand, the interaction between the modified hpII
and the designed antisense stem–loop was found to be
35 nM in the presence of 0.4mM Mg2+ (Figure 7B).
This indicated that it should be possible to inhibit the
U1 hpII�DIS–U1A interaction by the antisense stem–
loop RNA. Indeed, when a competition experiment was

carried out, antisense stem–loop was found to effectively
compete with the modified hpII-U1A complex with an
apparent Ki of �160 nM, while antisense stem–loop 15C
showed no inhibitory effect (Figure 7C). It should be
noted that changes in the Mg2+ concentration showed
opposite effects on the stability of the RNA loop–loop
interaction and that of the RNA–protein interaction, so
that stronger inhibitory effect by the antisense stem–loop
would be expected to be observed at higher Mg2+

concentrations.

DISCUSSION

Inhibition of RNA–protein interactions by an antisense
RNA stem–loop through long-range pseudoknot formation

In this study, a novel method for the identification of
RNA stem–loops that disrupt the formation of RNA–
protein interactions through RNA–RNA interactions is
described. A bacterial reporter system for the detection
of RNA–protein interactions, based on N-mediated
antitermination (36), was reconstructed so that an stem–
loop RNA library with 10 randomized loop nucleotides
was positioned downstream of the target RNA, therefore
enabling the selection of stem–loops that bind
intramolecularly to the upstream target RNA and
disrupt protein binding. While at least two mechanisms
for the reduction of antitermination by the antisense
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stem–loop are conceivable, the selected RNA sequences of
clones that suppressed antitermination activity were found
to be complementary to the 50-side of the boxA element,
located upstream of the hpII stem–loop (Figure 1C).
In vivo and in vitro mutational analysis strongly suggested
that the selected sequences were binding to the boxA
region to form a long-range pseudoknot structure (Table
2, Figures 2 and 3).

A pseudoknot is a structural motif commonly observed
in functional RNA structures, where the loop nucleotides
of an stem–loop forms base-pairs with adjacent 50- or
30-complementary single-stranded regions in a Mg2+-
dependent manner, with the resulting double-stranded
region generally forming a contiguous coaxially stacked
helix with that of the stem–loop (53,54). The Mg2+-depen-
dence of stable formation of RNA–RNA interactions,
observed in the in vitro mutational analysis (Figure 2),
support the formation of such a pseudoknot structure.
Furthermore, in the loop sequences selected in this
study, the nucleotides complementary to the boxA were
adjacent to the 30-stem nucleotides (Table 1), suggesting
that binding of the RNA loop to the complementary boxA
50-region resulted in similar coaxially stacked helices. The
decrease in inhibitory activity upon disruption of the
upper stem of the antisense stem–loop (Figure 4B and
E) supports the importance of the putative co-axial
stacking for stable pseudoknot formation.

The above results suggest that the selected antisense
RNA stem–loops are disrupting the binding of host
factors NusB and S10 to the boxA. Genetic analysis and
cross-linking experiments have indicated that the NusB
and S10 proteins bind as a heterodimer to the boxA site;
however, the interaction is too weak to be detected, for
example, by a gel shift assay (44,55). This implies that the
assembly of NusB and S10 onto the boxA element
requires the cooperative interaction of additional phage
and host factors (39), and may explain why a relatively
weak interaction between the antisense RNA stem–loop
and the boxA site (Kd � 0.5 mM) is sufficient for the dis-
ruption of the antitermination complex. While it is diffi-
cult to predict what the affinity required for efficient
inhibition of antitermination by an RNA–RNA interac-
tion at the boxA site is, the results demonstrate that it is
possible to identify antisense stem–loops that disrupt the
assembly of a functional ribonucleoprotein complex in a
specific manner.

The HIV DIS RNA loop as a framework for the
rational design of antisense RNA stem–loops that target
U1 hpII-like RNAs

There are a number of potential reasons why the U1 hpII
stem–loop was not targeted in the initial screening for
antisense stem–loops that inhibit U1 hpII–
U1A-mediated antitermination. First, the affinity of the
U1 hpII–U1A interaction may be too high to disrupt
competitively by RNA loop–loop interactions. The disso-
ciation constant of the U1 hpII–U1A protein complex has
been determined by a gel mobility shift assay to be
�0.35 nM (52). Conversely, the dissociation constants of
RNA loop–loop interactions are typically higher

(Kd=10–8–10–9M) than that of U1 hpII–U1A interaction
(19,28,47,56). Another possibility that the hpII loop was
not targeted is that the loop sequence may simply not be
adequate for targeting by loop–loop interactions, which
require a high percentage of G-C base pairs to support
high-affinity binding. In fact, a reporter construct contain-
ing an RNA stem–loop with the loop sequence 50-GGAG
UGCAAU-30, which is fully complementary to the U1
hpII loop did not show a decrease in antitermination
activity (data not shown). In addition, the possibility
that further extensive screening may lead to identification
of stem–loops targeting hpII cannot be excluded, since we
were only able to screen up to 15% of the total possible
combinations of sequences (410=1.0� 106).
In order to demonstrate that it is possible to inhibit the

interaction of an RNA–protein interaction resembling
that of the U1 hpII–U1A interaction, the hpII loop
sequence was modified so as to resemble that of the HIV
DIS, thereby facilitating the rational design of an
antisense RNA stem–loop. This was also expected to
result in a decrease in the affinity of the modified hpII
toward the U1A protein, compared with the wild-type
loop sequence. The designed antisense RNA stem–loop
was able to decrease antitermination activity mediated
by the modified U1 hpII and the U1A protein by up to
2.5 colony color units (Figure 6). Based on previous
studies using the bacterial reporter system, in this case,
one colony color unit is expected to correspond to a 20–
30-fold difference in the affinity of the RNA–peptide inter-
action. This implies that the presence of the antisense
stem–loop resulted in a two to three order of magnitude
decrease in the proportion of the modified U1 hpII–U1A
protein complex.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that it is possible to disrupt RNA–protein
interactions using antisense RNA stem–loops through
both loop–linear and loop–loop RNA–RNA interactions.
Since it is still difficult to predict the stability of the
resulting RNA–RNA interactions, the bacterial selection
procedure provides a simple and powerful method for
directly screening for stem–loop sequences that interfere
with RNA–protein interactions. Other potential targets
include internal loop regions such as in the case of
the well-characterized tetraloop–tetraloop receptor
interactions, possibly utilizing non-Watson–Crick
interactions (57).
Attempts to disrupt the interaction between the U1A

protein and hpII RNA has suggested the presence of an
upper limit for the affinities of the RNA–protein interac-
tions that may be inhibited. However, in contrast, it was
also shown that antitermination complex formation could
be inhibited presumably through the disruption of the
weak interaction between NusB/S10 and the boxA
element. This suggests that relatively weak RNA–RNA
interactions may be sufficient for the inhibition of the
assembly of cooperative multicomponent complexes such
as the antitermination complex.
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In this study, we were also able to show that the HIV
DIS provides an attractive framework for the rational
design of novel RNA–RNA interactions that may be
used to target functional RNA structures, since the
relative stability of loop–loop interactions by DIS
variants has been shown to correspond fairly well with
the predicted stabilities of hexanucleotide duplexes using
nearest-neighbor parameters (47,48). Analysis of the
resulting RNA–RNA interactions, as in this study, could
lead to the identification of novel modes of interaction and
an understanding of the structural requirements for
the formation of stable loop–linear and loop–loop inter-
actions. Antisense RNA stem–loops identified in this
manner may potentially be used as a tool to understand
RNA–protein interactions and RNA function, as well as
drugs targeted against critical RNA–protein interactions.
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